Further Reading

General

(The third volume has also been issued in paperback: Part I: *The Sophists*; Part 2: *Socrates*.)

(Does not deal with the Sophists.)


(Covers the same ground as this volume, with a good selection of the texts in translation.)

(Does not deal with the Sophists. Contains a good selection of the most important texts, both original and translated. First edition by Kirk and Raven alone (1957) has been radically revised in many chapters.)


For Chapter 1:
(Very good on the importance of Homer.)

**For Chapter 2:**


(Chapter on Pherecydes).


**For Chapters 3 and 4:**


(The chapters devoted to each thinker in W.K.C. Guthrie: *History of Greek Philosophy*, vols. 1 and 2 should always be consulted. He is mentioned hereafter only when there is nothing else that is easily accessible.)

**For Chapter 5:**


**For Chapter 6:**

For Chapter 7:


For Chapter 8:


For Chapter 9:


For Chapter 10:


For Chapter 11:


(And see especially the essay of G. Vlastos in Furley and Allen, vol. II, 1975.)

For Chapter 12: (see also Chapter 5)


For Chapter 13:


For Chapter 14:


For Chapters 15-19:


For Protagoras and Gorgias, the recent editions of Plato’s dialogues about them are very relevant:


(M. Untersteiner, 1954 — referred to at Chapter 19, n. 24 — but not to be recommended.)

**For Chapter 20:**


Reeve, C.D.C. (ed.): *Philosophy of Socrates*. [?]